Introduction
Frequently, the documents needed by a user are available only via multiple search engines. For example, research papers about a particular subject may be found from the search engines of related digital libraries and journals. It is inconvenient for the user to search these search engines separately. An effective way to address this problem is to employ a metasearch engine, which is a system that provides unified access to multiple existing search systems. When a metasearch engine receives a user query, it passes the query to its underlying search engines. The results returned by the search engines, are then combined by the metasearch engine to form a single ranked list for presentation to the user [2] .
Building customized metasearch engines is important to many people and organizations. For example, a researcher may use a particular set of search engines for finding papers on a particular subject. A customized metasearch engine based on these search engines will provide convenience and efficiency for this researcher. As another example, a company may have several competitors and it keeps track of these competitors using their search engines. In this case, a customized metasearch engine on top of the competitors' search engines can be very useful to the company. In both examples, the set of the search engines one wishes to use as well as the characteristics of the search engines themselves may change (e.g., a competitor's search engine may need to be added and a search engine changes its result format). Therefore, the metasearch engines need to change accordingly. Currently, building and maintaining a metasearch engine are expensive and labor-intensive tasks that need diverse expertise. As a result, it is difficult for an ordinary Web user to create and maintain a metasearch engine based on the search engines of the user's choice. Some metasearch engine companies (e.g., ProFusion) allow users to build customized metasearch engines, but only search engines in a pre-compiled list can be used because the capability to connect to these search engines needs to be established in advance.
In this demonstration, we present an automatic metasearch engine construction tool, SE-LEGO. When the URLs of the desired search engines are provided, SE-LEGO creates a customized metasearch engine based on these search engines on demand.
SE-LEGO is also useful for building large-scale metasearch engines connecting to numerous search engines. It is estimated that there are hundreds of thousands of search engines on the Web, including both the Surface Web and the Deep Web [1] . At present, the largest metasearch engines such as ProFusion (www.profusion.com) connect to about 1,000 search engines. This means that only a small fraction of the information sources on the Web are connected. The goal of our WebScales project is to create a metasearch engine that connects to all useful search engines on the Web. Clearly, in the context of WebScales, it will be too costly to manually produce the connection program for every search engine. Furthermore, changes/upgrades of the connection format of a search engine may affect the connection program, causing a maintenance nightmare when a huge number of search engines are involved. The automatic connection capability of SE-LEGO is necessary for our WebScales project. 
Demonstration
During the demonstration, we will show how to use SE-LEGO to build a metasearch engine on demand and then conduct metasearching. People in the audience are welcome to provide the URLs of Web search engines for the demonstration.
